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Mission: Day By Day TM

A Three-Year Program in Ministry Formation For Catholic Healthcare Leaders
We Know Formation Matters:
As resources tighten there is a challenge to create formation opportunities that are flexible and substantial while providing
the greatest return on investment. Leadership Formation Partners helps you meet this challenge by offering an affordable and
innovative new model for formation.

That’s why we created Mission: Day By DayTM.
Our model is designed to help you bring formation deeper into your
organization in rich and lasting ways. Through skilled facilitation and
the judicious use of technology, we deliver theological content to you in
digestible portions that bring your mission and values into awareness and
integration.

Our affordable program serves groups of 25,
50, 100, or more, allowing a critical mass of
people to be engaged, thus impacting culture
on a grander scale.

Mission: Day By DayTM Features:
•

Three 6-Week sessions each year (Participant spends approximately 14 hours/session, 42 hours/year)

•

Engagement with theological underpinnings critical to mission integration

•

An action-reflection process focused on your lived experience

•

Flexible engagement with small cohort communities supported by a facilitator from within your organization

•

Annual evaluation, reporting and program consultation throughout that provides support for the organization as
well as facilitators

Outcomes That Matter:
Individual Transformation:
Deepen knowledge of mission, values, theological underpinnings, ethical foundations, and spirituality of
Catholic healthcare in order to integrate these principles and practices with organizational strategy, operations,
communications, governance, and leadership.

Communal Grounding:
Build supportive relationships among participants in session cohorts and throughout your organization.

Strategic Outcomes:
Assist your organization in both sustaining a mission-driven culture and increasing engagement.

Who Participates:
Mission: Day By DayTM is an ideal experience for established or emerging leaders from all levels of the organization who
demonstrate a lived commitment to the organization’s mission and values.

For more information contact:

Beth McPherson, MBA

Bridget Deegan-Krause, MDiv, BCC

Beth@LFPnow.com

Bridget@LFPnow.com

Managing Partner

Managing Partner
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What participants are saying about
				
Mission: Day By DayTM
“We had such an amazing group meeting. The experience was electrifying. Your tasks are bringing us all
closer together. The sharing is remarkable. We are steadily making progress toward a tighter knit
community of mission-driven, ministry leaders. Thanks for the guidance and all the support.”
- Dr. Jim, Behavioral Health. Local Facilitator, Mission: Day By DayTM

“A profound and immediate impact...”

“It sounds too good to be possible: intentionally connecting individuals across the ministry in a program that
deepens understanding of mission in daily practice, while creating a community of purposeful, discerning
leaders.
Mission: Day by DayTM has done that and more, by making a profound and immediate impact on our leaders
through a reflective, multifaceted adult learning methodology that leaves no choice but to seek more. Our
team looks forward to daily reflective messages and practice exercises that have engaged us on an extraordinary journey of awareness, affirming the sacred in our lives and work.”
- Mary, COO

“My experience has been one that helps me think more often of what is important. I am grateful for
the MDBD involvement as it gives me a feeling of being connected on a common goal. I feel myself
more centered today than the day we started, and helps me be a better person.”
- Bob, Plant Services

“I was nervous about having another commitment in my already overstuffed schedule. This journey has been
such a spiritual boost, it is hard to believe I doubted the decision. I am very blessed to be a part of this
community and I am looking forward to the journey ahead.”
- Matthew, Phlebotomy

“I have learned not only more about the ministry, the mission statement and the values of my organization,
but also more about myself and my faith. My faith has deepened more through the daily Mission: Day By
DayTM readings and the postings from my cohort.”

- Julie, Admitting
“What I take away from Mission: Day By DayTM is this: It is imperative to pause and listen to the call. To
use your God given gifts to instill dignity to someone who has little. To instill hope to someone who has none.
To provide care that makes a patient smile who previously only had tears. Providing compassionate care is a
calling, a vocation, a blessing.”
- Jamie, Behavioral Health

“The journaling exercises and daily emails provided a level of discipline I personally needed and assisted in
grounding me with a gentle reminder and focus that it is just as important to take the time to appreciate
the symbols, words and environment we work within.”
- Sue, Organizational Development

“I’m finding as I reflect each day: I am happier, more thankful, more prayerful, and excited to share my
excitement.”
- Hailey, Nursing

